
Previous: 5,772.9 PSEi change: 0.21%

High: 0.0 Best: BPI +166.03%

Low: 5,695.8 2nd best: AGI +4.83%

Close: 5,785.1 2nd worst: FGEN -3.64%

Val. traded (mn): 4,080.0 Worst: BDO -3.85%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months - 1.2090 5 years +0.0470 2.6500

6 months +0.0110 1.4600 7 years +0.0310 2.7860

1 year -0.0040 1.8040 10 years +0.0020 2.8680

2 years -0.0050 2.1540 20 years -0.0040 3.6780

3 years +0.0190 2.3560 30 years -0.0010 3.6970

4 years +0.0410 2.5260

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 48.580 48.620 EUR/USD 1.1852 1.1855

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months - 0.0991 5 years +0.0507 0.2991

6 months +0.0025 0.1141 10 years +0.0833 0.7180

2 years +0.0158 0.1428 30 years +0.1098 1.4714

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US equities fell ahead of the holiday. US treasury yields rose as investors moved to the sidelines while they awaited for the upcoming debt auctions. 

European equities fell, despite support in the banking sector, as investors focused on PMI numbers flatlining.

Philippine peso
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LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities gained on upbeat local unemployment data. Local income yields rose despite inflation surprising to the downside. The Philippine peso

weakened following the recent GDP downgrade from Moodys.

 Local fixed income yields rose despite inflation surprising to the downside.
August inflation came in at 2.4% vs consensus expectations of 2.7%. On
average, yields rose by 1.25 bps DoD, led by the belly which rose by 3.45 bps
DoD.

 Local equities rose despite the heavy sell-off in the US stock market as
investors purchased selective large-cap stocks domestically. Upbeat local
unemployment data also continued to improve market sentiment. The PSEi
closed at 5,785.09 (+0.21% DoD).

 Data from the Philippine Statistics Authority showed that August inflation
came in at 2.4% vs consensus expectations of 2.7% and BSP estimates of
2.5%-3.3%. Inflation surprised to the downside amid weaker demand for food.
However, there was weaker demand overall because of the two-week modified
enhanced community quarantine in August.

 San Miguel Corp. (PSE Ticker: SMC) is seeking to suspend the trading of
some of its shares. The conglomerate asked the Philippine Stock Exchange to
temporarily suspend the trading of its series 2 preferred shares, subseries D to
process the proceeds from the sales of these securities.
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 US equities fell on the back of profit-taking ahead of the observance of Labour Day.
The DJIA closed at 28,133.31 (-0.56% DoD) while the S&P 500 closed at 3,426.96 (-
0.81% DoD).

 Asian equities closed lower following the technology-driven decline in Wall Street
and the escalating US-China tensions. The market is also waiting for the upcoming
August trade data in China. The MSCI APxJ closed at 565.31 (-1.48% DoD).

 European equities continued to slip as bearish sentiments lingered because PMI
data declined from July’s 51.7 to 51.8 in August & in spite of strong banking sector
support following merger talks. The MSCI Europe closed at 119.94 (-1.10% DoD).

 US Treasury yields inched up driven by improving employment data and as market
participants moved sideways as they awaited for the upcoming USD108 billion bond
auctions. On average, US Treasury yields rose 4.37 bps DoD, with the 2Y ending at
0.1428% (+1.58 bps) and the 10Y closing at 0.7180% (+8.33 bps).

 The US dollar fell despite the technology-led sell-off in Wall Street as investors
focused on the latest US employment data. The DXY closed at 92.7190 (-0.022%
DoD).

 The Philippine peso weakened on the back of the negative sentiment over
Moody’s recent downgrade of PH 2020 GDP forecast from -4.5% YoY to -7.0%
YoY. The USD/PHP pair finished at 48.620 (+0.08% DoD).


